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1404 H. Wilzy«ski1. IntrodutionThe energy spetrum of osmi rays extends to beyond 1020 eV, i.e.more than eight orders of magnitude higher than the energies attained sofar in terrestrial partile aelerators. The highest energy osmi rays makea hallenge to astrophysis: in spite of many deades of osmi ray researh,both the soures and physial proesses responsible for emission of partileswith so high energies remain unknown. The bulk of osmi rays at energiesbelow 1015 eV are known to ome from soures within our Galaxy. On theother hand, partiles with energies above 1018 eV annot be on�ned bygalati magneti �elds. Therefore, it is a ommon belief that the souresof the highest energy osmi rays almost ertainly must be extragalati.To remind the distane sale involved: the diameter of our Galaxy is about30 kp1; the quasars are loated at distanes larger than 500 Mp, and theradius of visible Universe is � 5 Gp. In the energy range disussed, aonvenient unit is an exaeletronvolt: 1 EeV = 1018 eV.The Pierre Auger Projet was designed to study the Extremely HighEnergy Cosmi Rays (EHECR), i.e. those above 1019 eV. At a neutrino on-ferene, it may be appropriate to explain �rst, why neutrinos are importantfor a osmi ray experiment, and for osmi ray researh in general. Hene,in this paper the main features of highest energy osmi ray researh will bepresented, along with the di�ulties in explaining the origin of these osmirays. A detetion tehnique and some properties of extensive air showers willbe disussed further, and the Auger detetors will be shortly haraterized.Finally, the prospets to identify neutrinos as primary osmi ray partileswill be presented.2. Extremely High Energy Cosmi RaysThe extremely high energy osmi rays open a new window to studyastrophysial objets and proesses whih result in emission of highest energypartiles known. At these energies, above about 5 � 1019 eV, osmi rayprotons interat with photons of osmi mirowave bakground and produeseondary pions, through proess p ! p�0 or p ! n�+. A series of suhreations result in onsiderable redution of the proton energy, so that the�ux of protons with energies above the photoprodution threshold diminishesvery quikly with the distane travelled [1℄. This e�et is illustrated in�gure 1. The energy of a proton after travelling less than 100 Mp falls belowthe photoprodution threshold, virtually independently of primary protonenergy. Thus, even if there are soures in the Universe apable of emittingprotons with energies muh exeeding the photoprodution threshold, these1 1 parse(p) � 3.26 light years � 3:086 � 1016 m.



Neutrinos in the Pierre Auger Experiment 1405protons get their energies redued to below the threshold after travellingdistanes smaller than 100 Mp. Conversely, if we do observe osmi rayswith energies exeeding the threshold, the soures must be within 50�100Mp. Heavy nulei undergo a photodisintegration, so that their range is alsovery limited. Among the known partiles whih might be osmi rays, onlyneutrinos are immune to the GZK proess.

Fig. 1. Energy of protons with various initial energies, as a funtion of propagationdistane in intergalati spae.The GZK uto� has important onsequenes for propagation of osmirays. At low energies, osmi rays are de�eted strongly by galati magneti�elds. Many suh de�etions result in isotropy of arrival diretions of osmirays. The situation is very di�erent at extremely high energies. The Larmorradius of a osmi ray in intergalati magneti �elds (typially � 10�9 G)is very large, so that the de�etion of a osmi ray an be expressed bya formula: � � 0:3Æ(LMpZBnG)=E20, where LMp is a distane from thesoure in Mp, Z is the partile harge, BnG is the magneti �eld strengthin nG and E20 is the partile energy in units of 1020 eV. Thus, even aproton with energy 300 EeV, travelling 100 Mp in intergalati magneti�elds, gets de�eted only by about 10Æ from its original diretion. With thedistanes limited by the GZK uto�, this means that at highest energies thearrival diretions of osmi rays should point bak to their soures withina few degrees. The experimental data, however, hardly show a orrelationof osmi ray arrival diretions with distribution of known astrophysial



1406 H. Wilzy«skiobjets apable of aelerating partiles to the observed energies [2℄. Evenarrival diretions of highest energy osmi rays observed so far (320 EeVFly's Eye [3℄ and 200 EeV AGASA [4℄ events) do not point to known objetswhih might be soures of partiles with suh energies.The osmi ray energy spetrum obtained by ombining data from sev-eral experiments: Volano Ranh, Haverah Park, Fly's Eye, and espeiallyAGASA [5, 6℄ does not show a sign of the GZK uto�. Although the datastatistis is still very small, the data seem to indiate that the GZK uto� isnot present in the spetrum. This would mean that the osmi ray souresmust be loated within the GZK distane, i.e. within several tens mega-parses. If so, pointing to soures should be easy! Therefore, the problemof identifying the soures of EHECR gets even more aute and beomes oneof the most important puzzles in present-day astrophysis.3. Candidate soures of EHECRTheoretial modelling of highest energy osmi ray soures is a on-siderable hallenge. There are two broad lasses of models of osmi raygeneration at these energies.A. Aeleration proesses (so-alled bottom-up senario). This group ofmodels deals with proesses in whih partiles are aelerated to the observedenergies by:� Di�usive shok aeleration [7℄. Partiles are aelerated by large-saleshok waves by the �rst order Fermi proess. During the ourse ofaeleration the partiles repeatedly ross the front of the shok waveand gain energy at eah rossing. The maximum energy attainablein this proess is limited by a produt of magneti �eld strength Band size of the aelerating region L: Emax < �ZBL, where � isthe shok speed and Z is the partile harge. The di�usive shokaeleration proess is known to aelerate the bulk of lower energyosmi rays (below 1015 eV) in supernova remnants. At energies above1020 eV, the feasible andidates are: radio galaxies, ative galatinulei, ollisions of galaxies, et.� Strong eletromagneti �elds in ompat objets, e.g. pulsars [8℄. Thestrong magneti �elds indue eletri �elds, whih should be apable ofaelerating partiles in a single step to 1020 eV. However, the energylosses expeted during this proess are large and may exlude pulsarsas viable andidates.� Gamma ray bursts (GRB) [9℄. The nature of gamma ray bursts hasnot been lari�ed yet, but the energy sale of phenomena produing



Neutrinos in the Pierre Auger Experiment 1407GRB is su�ient for aelerating partiles to very high energies. Thusthe soures of GRB most probably an aelerate partiles as well.However, most of these GRB soures are presumably loated at osmo-logial distanes, so the GZK uto� pratially exludes any hadronsfrom these soures being the observed osmi rays, exept from thenearest ones.B. The other group of osmi ray models are those involving non-ael-eration proesses (so-alled top-down models). These inlude models involv-ing topologial defets left after phase transitions in the early universe, in theform of osmi strings, domain walls, et. [10℄. These defets an annihilateby emitting super-heavy X partiles with masses at the grand uni�ed theo-ries sale, M � 1024 eV, whih subsequently should deay into quarks andleptons. Hene, partiles with energies exeeding 1020 eV would be a naturalonsequene of a defet annihilation, and neutrinos and photons should bepresent among the �nal deay produts of the X partile. If so, detetion ofneutrinos at energies above 1020 eV would be a strong indiation in favourof the topologial defet models. Topologial defets need not be assoiatedwith any visible astrophysial objets, so pointing bak to visible souresshould not be expeted! There are also models postulating heavy reli par-tiles (e.g. magneti monopoles) as primary osmi ray partiles [11℄, butdetailed properties of the reli partile interation are not known, so thesemodels annot be tested yet.4. Neutrinos as osmi ray partilesGiven the above disussion, one an onlude that the origin of EHECRremains a mystery. No onventional soure andidates were found within theGZK limit, so it is di�ult to explain soures of hadroni primary osmiray partiles at extreme energies. A question arises whether neutrinos anaount for these osmi rays, espeially that neutrinos are immune to theGZK uto�, and an travel extremely large distanes in the Universe. Anintriguing observation may be that one an �nd powerful distant quasarsin regions of the sky pointed by arrival diretions of highest energy os-mi rays [12℄. Although the statistial signi�ane of this observation issmall [13℄, it is interesting to know if quasars an be the soures of theseosmi rays. In partiular, this is the ase of the highest energy osmi ray,Fly's Eye 320 EeV event [14℄. Very lose to the arrival diretion there is apowerful quasar 3C 147, whih is at a distane about 2.2 Gp. If objetslike this quasar were emitting ultra-high energy neutrinos, then they shouldalso emit omparable numbers of photons with similar energies, sine nophysial proess is known apable of produing high energy neutrinos with-out photons. These photons would degrade to lower energies in interations



1408 H. Wilzy«skiwith osmi mirowave bakground and intergalati magneti �elds, so thatlarge numbers of lower energy photons should be observed from the diretionof the soure. The observations exlude this senario. Also, the longitudinalpro�le of the observed shower indiates an interation ross setion of theosmi ray typial for hadrons, not neutrinos. Thus, neither the 3C 147, norother astronomial objet in the viinity of the 320 EeV osmi ray arrivaldiretion is a viable andidate for being a soure.There are hypotheses that the partiles whih propagate over the largeosmologial distanes are partiles so far unknown [15℄, but there is noexperimental evidene to support this hypothesis. In ase of the Fly's Eyeevent, it is worthwhile to note that the shower did not look exoti. On theontrary � as shown in �gure 2, the longitudinal pro�le of this shower verywell mathes the pro�le expeted for a shower initiated by a proton! If theprimary partile indeed was a proton, it ertainly must have originated muhloser, within some 50 Mp.

Fig. 2. Longitudinal pro�le of the Fly's Eye 320 EeV event. The dashed linerepresents a pro�le of a proton shower with this energy.Extremely high energy neutrinos an be produed in a number of as-trophysial environments. Wherever high energy hadrons have a hane tointerat and produe pions, neutrinos are present among the deay produtsof the pions. Therefore, virtually all the harged partile aeleration sitesare potential soures of high energy neutrinos. These inlude radio galaxies,ative galati nulei, et. as well as intergalati matter or galati disk,in whih the high energy osmi rays an interat. However, if these astro-



Neutrinos in the Pierre Auger Experiment 1409physial sites were soures of neutrinos of the extreme energies, then theywould have to emit muh larger numbers of neutrinos (and photons) at lowerenergies � ontrary to observations. Therefore, there are strong argumentsthat neutrinos annot aount for the bulk of osmi rays at the extremeenergies. Nevertheless, it is possible that some neutrinos are present amongthe highest energy osmi rays.As pointed above, another soure of high energy neutrinos an be thetopologial defets. The superheavy X partiles emitted in topologial de-fet annihilation are supposed to deay into quarks and leptons, so thatmany neutrinos should be expeted from the deays of partiles reated inthe quark hadronization. The energy spetrum of neutrinos should thusextend up to 1024 eV. There are large unertainties as to the neutrino �uxat these energies. Figure 3 shows preditions of neutrino �uxes from vari-ous soures [16℄. Three lasses of spetra are shown in this �gure: `ertain'refers to neutrinos produed by interations of osmi rays in the galatidisk (upper and lower heavy lines, for diretions within galati disk andperpendiular to it) and neutrinos produed by the GZK mehanism. Bothosmi rays and mirowave bakground are known to exist � thus the label`ertain'. The `probable' urves refer to partile prodution in various mod-els of ative galati nulei. Finally, the `speulative' preditions are di�ultto assess at present.

Fig. 3. Preditions of neutrino spetra from various soures [16℄. Solid lines de-note `ertain' spetra (see text), dashed lines � `probable', and dotted lines �`speulative'.



1410 H. Wilzy«ski5. Detetion of air showers in the Auger experimentThe extremely high energy osmi rays are so rare that huge detetor isneessary in order to ollet a sizeable sample of data during the detetorlifetime. The only pratial approah is to let the osmi rays interat inthe atmosphere and initiate extensive air showers. The showers an be thenreorded by detetors loated on the ground. As an be seen in �gure 2, thenumber of partiles in the shower inreases as the shower develops, reahes amaximum at a depth around 800 g/m2, and then dereases, as the seondarypartiles get absorbed in the atmosphere. The thikness of the atmosphere isabout 1000 g/m2 (depending on altitude), so a vertially inoming showerbarely passes over its maximum before it hits the ground. The situation isvery di�erent for a shower at large zenith angle, whih in the following willbe alled a `horizontal shower'. The amount of air enountered by suh ashower is muh larger than the `vertial' thikness of the atmosphere. Thusthe eletromagneti shower has time to develop fully and eventually getabsorbed in the air, before hitting the ground. After some 3 atmospherithiknesses, only muons, whih originated in pion deays, propagate in theair.The aim of the Pierre Auger Projet [17℄ is to make a detailed studyof osmi rays at energies above 1019 eV. In order to overome di�ultieswith the small osmi ray �ux, the Auger Observatory will have a total areaof 6000 km2, divided into two sites of 3000 km2 eah: one in the south-ern hemisphere (in Mendoza, Argentina) and the other in the northern (inUtah, USA). A hybrid detetion tehnique will be used. An array of dete-tors spread on the ground (the so-alled surfae detetor) will onsist of 1600detetor stations per site, spaed 1.5 km from eah other; eah station will bea water �erenkov detetor. In addition, an optial detetor similar to Fly'sEye will be used to probe longitudinal development of the shower by reord-ing the �uoresene light emitted by the shower in the air. Fig. 4 shows thepriniple of the hybrid detetion of air showers in the Auger Observatory.Joint use of the two types of detetors will enable alibration ross-heksto minimize systemati errors and will result in unpreedented auray ofshower measurements: the surfae array will measure lateral spread of par-tiles in a shower, with the ability to distinguish signals from eletrons andmuons (although distintion between individual partiles will generally notbe possible), and the �uoresene detetor will determine the longitudinalpro�le of the shower and its depth of maximum development, Xmax. TheXmax is one of the best observables for identi�ation of the partile whihinitiated the shower.Both types of Auger detetors will be able to independently detet airshowers. While the surfae array will be ative all the time, the �uoresene
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C e r e n k o v  t a n k sFig. 4. Hybrid detetion of extensive air showers in the Pierre Auger Observatory.detetor an operate only on lear moonless nights, i.e. � 10�15% of thetime. Therefore, for (presumably rare) neutrino detetion, the surfae arraywill be muh more important and in the following we will fous on the surfaedetetor only.6. Neutrino detetion apability of the Pierre Auger ObservatoryAmong the horizontal showers it is possible to distinguish showers initi-ated by high energy neutrinos from those started by hadrons. The thiknessof the Earth's atmosphere (about 1000 g/m2) orresponds to about 11 pro-ton interation lengths (even more interation lengths of heavier nulei), or� 27 radiation lengths. For a horizontal shower, the potential pathlengthis up to 36 000 g/m2, equivalent to � 400 proton interation lengths, or� 970 radiation lengths. Let us fous on horizontal showers in the following.It is lear that no `ordinary' (i.e. hadroni) osmi ray an reah the ground



1412 H. Wilzy«ski� it is sure to interat in the air. Moreover, the resulting eletromagnetishower will develop and die out before reahing the ground, i.e. before arriv-ing anywhere near the detetor. Neutrino is the only known partile apableof penetrating so deep.The neutrinos at low energies have very small interation ross setion,so they easily an penetrate the whole Earth without interating. Theirross setion inreases with energy, however, so that a neutrino with energy1019 eV has interation probability � 10�5 per 1000 g/m2 travelled. Thusits interation probability in the air is not negligible and the high energyosmi neutrino an interat anywhere along its path � in ontrast to aproton osmi ray whih must interat in the atmosphere high above theground � and far from the detetor, in ase of horizontal showers. We notehere that neutrino interation ross setion at 1019 eV is so large that theEarth beomes opaque to neutrinos. Therefore, no upward-going neutrinosat this energy an be deteted in underground detetors! Only neutrinosoming from above the ground an be deteted.The main di�ulty is to distinguish the showers whih were started byhigh energy neutrinos from those (presumably muh more numerous) due toprotons (or eletrons/photons, if they are among the osmi rays at these en-ergies). As pointed above, the horizontal showers provide a means to seletneutrino showers [18,19℄. A neutrino-indued shower an start very deep inthe atmosphere, relatively low above the ground (and lose to the detetor).Suh a `young' shower ontains an eletromagneti omponent, inludingvery soft eletrons and muons, so that the shower front is rather thik andurved (Rurv � 10 km). The thikness of the shower front hanges onsid-erably with the distane from the shower axis. As illustrated in �gure 5, thetime spread of partiles passing through a detetor loated near the showeraxis is muh narrower than the spread of partiles at large distanes. Thismeans that the thikness of the shower front inreases with the distanefrom the axis.On the other hand, a horizontal shower initiated by a hadron must starthigh above the ground. In the following, suh shower will be alled a `farshower'. The most of eletromagneti omponent gets absorbed in the at-mosphere before reahing the ground, and only hard muons (with typialenergies of several tens GeV), plus an admixture of radiative produts anddeay eletrons from muons, reah the ground. The shower front, when iteventually reahes the ground, is a thin, relatively �at disk, with radius ofurvature on the order of 100 km. The time during whih the shower frontpasses through the detetors is very short (muh less than 100 ns), resultingin short-duration signals, order of the detetor response time of 100 ns, evenat large distanes from the shower axis (see �gure 5).
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Fig. 5. Shower front pro�le at di�erent distanes from the primary interation [27℄.The small plots show time distributions of signals in the ground detetors.A measurement of the shower front urvature is also very useful to dis-tinguish a far shower from a deep one. Figure 6 shows simulated densitiesof muons and eletrons in a deep horizontal shower, as seen in the Augerground array [18℄. Triggered detetor stations are marked by irles with aletter T inside. The timing information from the many detetors will enabledetermination of both the diretion and urvature of the shower front. Thebottom panel shows muon arrival times with respet to an ideally planarshower front. A urvature of the shower front manifests itself in delays in-reasing with the distane from the axis. For omparison, orrespondingplots of a far shower are shown in �gure 7. The eletromagneti omponentis absent, so muon densities are shown for two di�erent diretions relativeto the geomagneti �eld, with loal omponents 0.3 Gauss (vertial) and 0.4Gauss (horizontal). The muon delays (bottom panel) are muh smaller inthis ase, indiating a �atter shower front.Thus, among the horizontal showers, the distintion between far and deepshowers is possible in the Auger detetor. A far shower an be initiatedby any kind of primary osmi ray partile, while a deep shower an bestarted pratially only by a neutrino. A possible bakground among thedeep showers an be due to a shower initiated by deay of a tau lepton whihwas produed in an upstream far shower, or to large  bremsstrahlung of amuon. In suh a ase, the shower front at the ground would onsist of a thik,urved front and a �at, thin one, superposed on eah other. The distintiondeep/far shower is somewhat less lear in this ase, but still possible. Thisbakground, however, is estimated to be very small [20℄.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of muon density, eletromagneti energy density and muondelays with respet to a planar shower front, for a deep horizontal shower initiatedby a 10 EeV proton at 3 km above the ground and 80Æ zenith angle [18℄. The x andy axes are oordinates in km on the ground. The irles with a T show positionsof triggered ground detetor stations.The question now is, what is the expeted �ux of extremely high energyneutrinos, and whether it is large enough for detetion of any neutrinos inthe Auger detetors. The neutrino aeptane of Auger will be on the orderof 15 km3 sr water equivalent (inreasing with energy) [19,21℄ � omparableto largest proposed neutrino detetors, like the ICECUBE, but Auger willdetet neutrinos at muh higher energy range. The �ux preditions of topo-logial defet models are very unertain and di�er muh in di�erent models.The photoprodution models are understood muh better. The �ux limitsfrom these soures are shown in �gure 8 [22℄. The leftmost hathed regionindiates atmospheri neutrinos together with an experimental upper limitfrom the Fréjus experiment [23℄. The dotted and dashed urves indiate�uxes from blazars [24℄ and gamma ray bursts [25℄. The straight line labelledW&B indiates the upper limit determined by Waxman and Bahall [26℄ onthe basis of observed osmi ray �ux and di�use  ray bakground. The
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Fig. 7. Distributions of muon density and time delays (as in �gure 6) in a farhorizontal shower initiated by a 100 EeV proton at altitude 100 km above theground [18℄. The symbols used are as in the previous �gure.line labelled MP&R and the rightmost hathed region indiate preditionsby Mannheim, Protheroe and Rahen [22℄ for optially thik and thin pho-toprodution soures. The heavy dashed line shows a sensitivity limit of theAuger Observatory, with the sensitivity threshold set at 0.3 events/year perdeade of energy [27℄. With the expeted period of data taking by Auger ofabout 20 years this sensitivity will be su�ient to set at least a meaningfulexperimental upper limit on neutrino �ux. If the �ux is in fat larger thanthe W&B limit, and near the MP&R predition, a signi�ant number ofextremely high energy neutrinos should be deteted by Auger experiment.7. ConlusionThe soures of extremely high energy osmi rays have not been identi�edyet; the experimental data available so far are not su�ient for identi�ationof the soures nor the underlying physial proess. There are hypothesesthat extremely high energy neutrinos may be present among the osmi raypartiles, originating both from `onventional' photoprodution proesses
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Fig. 8. Fluxes of neutrinos from pion photoprodution soures, along with a limitof Auger sensitivity. See the text for explanation of the urves.and from hypothetial topologial defets whih are supposed to be presentin the Universe.The Pierre Auger Observatory, now under onstrution, will be able todetet the EHE neutrinos through horizontal showers originating deep in theatmosphere. Although the sensitivity of Auger to neutrinos will be on theedge of most onservative preditions for photoprodution soures, thereis still a possibility that the neutrino �uxes are in fat higher and Augerwill unambiguously detet them. In any ase, Auger will be able to plaestringent experimental limits on various models. This is espeially importantfor topologial defet models. Finally, the neutrino detetion apability ofAuger is truly omplementary to that of existing experiments, like Amandaor the proposed ICECUBE detetor. The pioneering data from the PierreAuger Observatory will be very important for both partile physis andastrophysis.I would like to thank my Colleagues from the Pierre Auger Collab-oration, espeially Pierre Billoir and Barbara Wilzy«ska, for enourage-ment and help in preparation of this report. This work was supported inpart by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh under grant no2 P03B 112 17.
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